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1 INTRODUCTION
At the heart of what drives the bulk of innovation and activity in
Silicon Valley and elsewhere is scalability. Scalability is that most-
important, desirable attribute that “connotes the ability of a system
to accommodate an increasing number of elements or objects, to
process growing volumes of work gracefully, and/or be suscepti-
ble to enlargement” [3, pp. 195]. It means that a small start-up is
capable of growing to a multinational corporation, serving a global
audience in a short period of time. This unwavering commitment
to scalability - to identify strategies for efficient growth - is at the
heart of what we refer to as “scale thinking.” Whether people are
aware of it or not, scale thinking is all-encompassing. It is not just
an attribute of one’s product, service, or company, but frames how
one thinks about the world (what constitutes it and how it can be
observed and measured), its problems (what is a problem worth
solving versus not), and the possible technological fixes for those
problems.

Scale thinking presumes that everything can be made more effi-
cient – that products and services can be supplied and consumed
at faster and faster speeds, for more and more people. And such
growth is indisputably a good thing. For developers and investors,
it means capturing greater market shares with lower levels of in-
vestment. Even those committed to social good over financial gain
tend to believe that the efficient use of resources and the rapid
expansion of potential solutions would help deal with the world’s
ills faster and more effectively – they are able to do more good with
fewer resources.
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This paper examines different facets of scale thinking and its
implication on how we view technology and collaborative work.
We argue that technological solutions grounded in scale thinking
are unlikely to be as liberatory or effective at deep, systemic change
as their purveyors imagine. Rather, solutions which resist scale
thinking are necessary to undo the social structures which lie at
the heart of social inequality. We draw on recent work on mutual
aid networks and propose questions to ask of collaborative work
systems as a means to evaluate technological solutions and guide
designers in identifying sites of resistance to scale thinking.

2 PRIOR LITERATURE ON SCALE &WHAT IS
SCALE THINKING?

“Scale thinking” is an approach that centers on and prioritizes scala-
bility. Scalability refers to the ability of a system to expand without
having to change itself in substantive ways or rethinking its consti-
tutive elements [20]. Investors seek start-ups which are designed to
grow quickly - businesses that are structured to meet any level of
demand at moment’s notice. In an essay titled "Startup = Growth,"
Y Combinator founder Paul Graham discusses how the distinguish-
ing feature of the startups is its ability to grow, "not every newly
founded company is a startup" and most of those are in the service
industry [8]. The startup is an instantiation of scale thinking which
requires immediate growth. "A barbershop doesn’t scale," he quips.
In scale thinking, this feature of any given system is assumed to
be the most relevant for success and longevity. As Werner Vogels,
chief technology officer of Amazon, wrote, “scalability cannot be an
after-thought. It requires applications and platforms to be designed
with scaling in mind...” [12].

By centering scalability in the design and development process,
scale thinking revolves around three key tenets: (1) Scalability is a
morally good quality of a system; (2) Quantification is a necessary
part of designing scalable systems; and (3) Scalability is achieved
by identifying and manipulating quantifiable, core elements or
attributes of a system.

First, in scale thinking, scalability is taken from being a desirable
trait to a morally good trait. Insofar as capitalism values the maxi-
mization of production and the minimization of waste – whether it
is unused labor or raw materials and goods – scalability is imbued
with a moral goodness because it centers on designing a system
that is able to serve a greater number of people with fewer re-
sources over time. When a system is scalable, growth – which itself
is fundamentally a positive and good thing – can take place with-
out the loss of time, resources, or effort. The absence of scalability
is equated with wastefulness: opportunities to meet the needs of
an ever-growing body of people are lost and precious resources
(money, time, raw materials) are utilized ineffectively. Especially
at a time when natural resources are dwindling, while populations
are growing, wastefulness is marked as evil and morally corrupt. It
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becomes taken-for-granted that to be a “good” company or person,
one should obviously seek scalability.

Moreover, scalability is a prerequisite to technical implementa-
tion; accordingly, solutions which don’t scale are morally abject.
Large tech firms spend much of their time hiring developers who
can envision solutions which can be implemented algorithmically.
Code and algorithms which scale poorly are seen as undesirable
and inefficient. Many of the most groundbreaking infrastructural
developments in big tech have been those which increase scalabil-
ity, such as Google File System (and subsequently the MapReduce
computing schema) and distributed and federated machine learn-
ing models. Large-scale technical systems operate much like the
markets that preceded them, and are considered by liberals to be in
and of themselves a moralizing and virtuous force [7].

Given the importance of growth to scalability, the measurement
of growth and efficiency is paramount to measuring the worth and
value of the scalable system. The greater the growth, the more effi-
cient the use of inputs and resources, and the greater the capture of
demand, the better and more valuable the system. In scale thinking,
developing tactics for measuring such growth is as important as
designing for scalability itself (because if no one sees the growth,
did it really happen?). Quantification, or the production and act of
transforming human observations and experiences into quantities
based on a common metric [6] is an important procedural aspect
of scalability.

Scalability is achieved when a system is able to expand without
rethinking basic elements [20]. The system is designed in such a
way that can accommodate new inputs without changing its fun-
damental framework. To create such a system, thus, requires an
understanding of what those core elements or attributes of the sys-
tem are – of what aspects can remain unchanged and what elements
can be changed to accommodate a growing system. Improving effi-
ciency also means eliminating excess and removing non-essential
elements to ensure the system runs smoothly. To engage in scale
thinking, then, is to try and reduce a complex process or interaction
to its most elemental and simplistic exchange of input to output.

3 IMPLICATIONS OF SCALE THINKING
The implications of scale thinking are three fold. In the first, scale
thinking requires units of work to be interchangeable, abstract,
and universal. Units themselves can be servers, offices, databases,
individual workers. Next, scale thinking requires users to be of the
same kind, or within a narrow set of predefined bounds. Lastly,
scale thinking has implications for the legibility of users, with a
natural endpoint in data gathering and datafication of individuals.

Scale thinking demands a standardization of inputs and outputs.
Global supply chains demand modularity: shipping containers re-
quire only a pickup point and destination [13]. As The Atlantic
contributor Alexis Madrigal has suggested, containers are the "em-
bodiment...of global capitalism." [10]. What’s significant is how
readily that embodiment has translated to technological work.

The container metaphor readily extends to the realm of software
development and deployment. Docker, the first widely used "con-
tainer" service, allows developers to develop "standard unit[s] of
software that package up code" and run them in different environ-
ments. Docker’s logo is a whale with a set of shipping containers

Figure 1: The Docker and Kubernetes logos, respectively.

set on top of it. Kubernetes, likewise, is a software package used
to manage "deployment, scaling, and management of container-
ized applications." Accordingly, its logo is a ship’s wheel, steering
containers to where they need to go.

The ubiquity of the container metaphor highlights the embed-
dedness of scale thinking in modern computing and infrastructural
development; the metaphor extends to how developers think about
work units, software teams, and technological organizations. If
modern software companies are supposed to be "flat," then the
work teams within them operate as standardized containers that
take as input design and requirement documents, and output code,
processes, and product. These organizations scale with the addition
of more containerized work teams. At the base unit of this opera-
tion, the individual tech worker needs to have such standardized
inputs and outputs. As such, scaling has a fractal quality within
tech development.

While scale thinking permeates the organization of the produc-
tion side of tech development, it sharply determines its consumptive
side as well. Scale thinking requires a sameness of user, or a user
which falls within a tightly bound constraint of imagination. In
a containerized world, interchangeability is critical to the opera-
tion working, and users operate in a standardized manner. The
desire of the startup is to ensure that users fall within the bounds
of the universal. Heterogeneity becomes antithetical to scalability,
because the same product/service can no longer be duplicated to
sufficiently serve a suffuse audience. A varied user base means that
many different solutions are needed, rather than a scalable solution.
Despite Graham’s cry to "do things that don’t scale," [9], a startup’s
outputs need to be constrained insofar as they do just that.

The failures for users that fall outside of universality of scaled
solutions abound. Safiya Noble accounts in stark detail the racist
and sexist failures of web search for queries for Black, Latina, and
Asian women and girls [11]. In the book’s conclusion, she details
how Kandis, the owner of a Black-serving salon in a college town of
a predominantly white institution, had to contend with Yelp and the
erasure of her business: "I quickly realized that Internet/Yelp told
people that I did not exist" [11, pp. 175]. Kandis goes on to detail the
extensive hoops she has to go through to get listed on the service,
and the hesitance of her primarily Black clientele to "check-in"
using Yelp’s functionality, because of their sense of already being
over surveilled.

Datafication, then, becomes the endpoint of scale thinking. Much
has been made of the impulse of datafication of the individual
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[5, 21], and it’s anti-Black, carceral dimensions [1, 4]. Datafication’s
move – and therefore scale thinking’s move – is to find ways to
rationalize the individual into legible data points. A single data
point is rarely useful on its own – data points only matter insofar
as they accumulate and move through the world as a new form of
capital [16]. This can only be made possible via creation of systems
undergirded by scale thinking, and the building of systems which
operate as massive accrual machines.

4 RESISTANCES TO SCALE THINKING
In April 2020, at the height of the Coronavirus pandemic in New
York City, George Farcasiu, the "lead automation engineer" of the
mutual aid network Bed-Stuy Strong told VICE’s technology-focused
publication Motherboard that “We’re making sure we’re building
tools that are about organizing people to interact with neighbors,
not treating volunteers as boxes that dowork,” He continued, “We’re
not looking for a system that scales. We’re looking at the social
system we have and augmenting and enabling that.” [15].

On the flip side of this, tech companies continue to struggle with
diversity and inclusion among their employees, despite years of in-
vestment and highly publicized efforts. One early strategy adopted
by many tech companies was the installation of “people analytics”
teams with human resources divisions to provide “data-driven,”
scalable solutions [2]. Efforts focused on scalable tactics – focusing
on hiring percentages and inclusion metrics, implementing bias
workshops, developing employee resource groups – with little to no
impact on the composition of the workforce [14] or the experiences
of marginalized people within the company [19].

These two quotes illustrate two opposite, but active resistances
to scale thinking. In the former, the resistance is centered on the
hopeful and local in mutual aid networks. In the latter, however,
we find resistance anchored in the pessimistic and anti-social. To
conclude this piece, we draw on recent writings on mutual aid
to discuss the ways in which scale limits – and actively inhibits –
participation in tech and society. Indeed, scale thinking forces par-
ticular types of participation to operate as extractive or exploitative
labor [17]. We ask readers to consider what potential resistances
to scale thinking may look like, and invite them to think through
what kinds of technology encourage collaborative work in ways
which don’t replicate its logics.

One such framework is that of mutual aid. Mutual aid allows a
possible way to think of collaborative work more fruitfully. Critical
legal scholar Dean Spade defines mutual aid as:

a form of political participation in which people take
responsibility for caring for one another and changing
political conditions, not just through symbolic acts
or putting pressure on their representatives in gov-
ernment but by actually building new social relations
that are more survivable. [18, pp. 136]

Although the concept has been around for years (many trace the
concept to the anarchist theorist Peter Kropotkin) and the practice
for much longer, the urgency of the COVID pandemic has revived
interest and networks around mutual aid. In the US, with the lack of
federal and state intervention resulting inmass infections and death,
mutual aid groups have emerged as a means to provide material

relief for vulnerable populations, including Black and brown, low-
income, disabled, and queer and transgender people.

Mutual aid networks, by their nature, are not intended to scale.
While scale thinking emphasizes abstraction and modularity, mu-
tual aid networks encourage concretization and connection. Mutual
aid is intended to operate as a mode of radical collective care [18,
pp. 131] in which individuals in the network have their direct ma-
terial needs met, regardless of considerations of those receiving aid
falling into a set of datatified categories, such as "deserving or unde-
serving." While scale thinking encourages top-down coordination,
mutual aid considers building skills for "collaboration, participation,
and decision making." [18, pp. 137]. Mutual aid focuses on "how to
organize human activity without coercion." And mutual aid encour-
ages building of solidarities between people with different needs.
While mutual aid is not the only framework through which we
can consider a move away from scale thinking-based collaborative
work arrangements, we find it to be a fruitful one to theorize and
pursue.

We conclude this section with a few considerations around how
to organize collaborative work in technological systems. Spade
proposes four questions in assessing reforms and tactics which we
use as our jump-off point:

Does [the reform or tactic] provide material relief?
Does it leave out an especially marginalized part of
the affected group (e.g., people with criminal records,
people without immigration status)? Does it legit-
imize or expand a system we are trying to dismantle?
Does it mobilize people, especially those most directly
impacted, for ongoing struggle? [18, pp. 137]

We add three more, related questions for technical collabora-
tive work systems: Does the technological system centralize power
(either through coordination, data extraction, or authority) or dis-
tribute it between developers and users? Does the technological
system treat the contributions and experiences of individuals as
interchangeable or as uniquely essential? Lastly, does it open up
avenues for participation, and are those avenues of participation
mobilizing or demobilizing?

5 CONCLUSION
In this piece, we identify "scale thinking" as a mode of thinking
prevalent in Silicon Valley and other technological development
centers. We discuss the dimensions and implications of scale think-
ing, and how this type of thinking is universally valorized within
technological development. We then introduce resistances to scale
thinking, namely mutual aid, as an alternative mode of arrang-
ing social relations, and offer several provocations and questions
for designers and theorists of cooperative and collaborative work
systems.

Pandemics and disasters are sites of immense loss of life, prop-
erty, and livelihood. They also starkly highlight what elements,
at their root, are not working for most people and contribute to
interlocking systems of inequality. Failures under disasters are of-
ten failures of technological scale and the attendant scale thinking
which undergirds them. We hope that this set of provocations intro-
duces a mode of evaluating whether systems created by designers
and other tech workers are working for those who need them most.
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